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ABSTRACT: Strong mercury(II) sulfur (Hg-SR) bonds in natural organic matter, which inﬂuence
mercury bioavailability, are diﬃcult to characterize. We report evidence for two new Hg-SR structures
using X-ray absorption spectroscopy in peats from the Florida Everglades with added Hg. The ﬁrst,
observed at a mole ratio of organic reduced S to Hg (Sred/Hg) between 220 and 1140, is a Hg4Sx type of
cluster with each Hg atom bonded to two S atoms at 2.34 Å and one S at 2.53 Å, and all Hg atoms 4.12 Å
apart. This model structure matches those of metal thiolate clusters in metallothioneins, but not those
of HgS minerals. The second, with one S atom at 2.34 Å and about six C atoms at 2.97 to 3.28 Å,
occurred at Sred/Hg between 0.80 and 4.3 and suggests Hg binding to a thiolated aromatic unit. The
multinuclear Hg cluster indicates a strong binding environment to cysteinyl sulfur that might impede
methylation. Along with a linear Hg(SR)2 unit with Hg—S bond lengths of 2.34 Å at Sred/Hg of about
10 to 20, the new structures support a continuum in Hg-SR binding strength in natural organic matter.

’ INTRODUCTION
Reduced sulfur (Sred) ligands are the main pool of strong
binding sites for mercury(II) (Hg) in natural organic matter
(OM) that may inﬂuence methylation rates, distribution and
transport, and ecotoxicity of mercury. The Sred derives from
biomolecules produced by organisms, free sulﬁde species formed
during microbial sulfate reduction, and recycled products of OM
degradation and diagenesis. Total amounts of Sred in OM range
typically from about 0.1 2 wt %, suﬃcient to bind even
unusually high concentrations of Hg.
Small organic and inorganic Hg Sred species can enable
methylation,1,2 but eﬀects of Hg bound to larger OM molecules
on microbial methylation and direct toxicity to ﬁsh and ﬁlterfeeders are ambiguous or unknown.3 5 Unlike small biomolecules, which are labile and can rapidly exchange thiol-bonded
Hg,6 macromolecular OM may have binding environments that
are inﬂuential in decreasing bioavailability of Hg. Because peat
and soil OM contain more macromolecular plant-derived compounds, as well as more reduced and total S, compared to dissolved
OM (DOM), they may sequester Hg from the aqueous phase.
The binding strength of Hg to OM, expressed as conditional
HgLR+ and HgL2R formation constants, spans from about 1010
to 1038,7 14 corresponding to mole ratios of Sred to bound Hg
(Sred/Hg) from less than 1 to about 77000 in the solid phase at
equilibrium with dissolved mercury. In the form Hg(LR)2 the
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largest constants are g1043, matching values for thiol-binding in
low molecular weight organic molecules.15 The strongest binding
sites containing Sred are fewer in number than the markedly
weaker sites containing O and/or N.8
Binding constants must be linked to molecular structures to
quantify reactions between OM and Hg species. Such structures
have been characterized in peat, soil OM, and humic acid with
added metal using extended X-ray absorption ﬁne-structure
(EXAFS) spectroscopy. At mole ratios of Sred/Hg = 0.3 to 1.2
a structure with one S and one O or N bond (i.e., R(O/N)HgSR)
was observed16,17 whereas at Sred/Hg = 1.6 to 4, 60 to 90% of
added Hg bonded to 1.3 to 1.7 S atoms, suggesting up to 70%
Hg(SR)2 in a linear conﬁguration.17 At Sred/Hg = 20 to 100 a
Hg(SR)2 3 complex with two S ligands at 2.34 Å and a tentative
third near 3 Å in a T-shape geometry was reported.18,19 Possible
three-coordinate binding is supported by the average release of
2.7 protons for each adsorbed Hg atom in peat humic acid at
Sred/Hg = 120.13
Peat typically contains about 0.1 ppm Hg (0.1 mg Hg/kg OM,
equivalent to about 106 mol Sred/mol Hg). This amount of
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mercury is about 1% of the adsorbed amount (10 ppm Hg)
at which the strongest binding constants in OM have been
measured,8,9,12 and about 0.1% of the lowest value at which
EXAFS spectra are measurable today. Because only about 0.02%
of Sred is needed to bind 0.1 ppm Hg, molecular structures
identiﬁed by EXAFS at around 100 ppm Hg, or about 20% of the
Sred, may reasonably approximate the strongest sites. Our goal
was to distinguish binding environments that involved Sred by
obtaining and interpreting EXAFS spectra of Hg-containing
peats, including spectra obtained at liquid He temperature.
The peats were collected from two locations (F1 and 2BS) in
the Everglades that had diﬀerent inorganic sulﬁde (HS ) concentrations and Hg methylation rates.20 They were shown to
have dominantly strong to weak binding at adsorbed Hg concentrations over the range of 1 400000 ppm.9 We observed two
new molecular binding environments out of a total of four
between 59 and 99100 ppm added Hg (Sred/Hg mole ratio from
1140 to 0.50) that expand our understanding of how the
continuum of sulfur binding sites in OM may form and inﬂuence
bioavailability of mercury.

’ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
We adsorbed mercury to the peats using the experimental
procedure described previously9 except that the concentration
of peat was 10 times higher (0.1 g peat in 0.25 L of solution)
to obtain enough material for EXAFS spectroscopic analysis.
Experiments were conducted at initial solution concentrations of
mercury from 3  10 7 to 2  10 4 mol/L. Mercury was
analyzed using cold vapor atomic ﬂuorescence spectroscopy (PS
Analytical Ltd., Kent, UK).
EXAFS spectra at the Hg-L3 edge were recorded at room
temperature (RT) and nine months later at liquid helium temperature (He-T; 8 16 K) at beamline BM30B (FAME) of the
European Synchrotron Radiation Facility (ESRF) and analyzed
by standard techniques. X-ray absorption near-edge structure
(XANES) spectra at the S-K edge were recorded on unreacted
peat at RT at beamline 10.3.2, Advanced Light Source (ALS).
Fractional abundances of reduced and oxidized sulfur species
were obtained by linear combination ﬁtting of reference spectra.
Binding structures for Hg were identiﬁed by comparing spectral
features of samples to those of reference compounds, ﬁtting
sample spectra with linear combinations of spectra, and modeling
Fourier-transformed k3-weighted spectra using amplitude and
phase shift functions calculated from ﬁrst principles.
Details of the experiments and analyses are in the Supporting
Information (SI).
’ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In contrast to the generally linear trend in the adsorption
isotherms, which may be explained by at most two binding sites,
the EXAFS spectral analysis revealed four structural binding
environments, three of which involved sulfur ligands. Two of the
binding environments identiﬁed are reported for the ﬁrst time.
One is a multinuclear Hg-SR coordination structure observed at
low amounts of adsorbed Hg and the other is indicative of Hg
bonded to thiolated aromatic subunits observed at high amounts
of adsorbed Hg. We ﬁrst present results for the adsorption
isotherms and XANES spectra of the sulfur speciation in the
peats, followed by results for the individual binding environments derived from the EXAFS spectra.
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Figure 1. S-XANES spectra for F1 and 2BS peats. The peats were ﬁt
with approximately the same amounts of cystine (29 31%), sulfoxide
(9 11%), and sulfate (6 7%), but F1 had more cysteine (41 vs 34%)
and 2BS more sulfonate (23 vs 16%). The ﬁrst diﬀerence is seen in the
ratio of the peak amplitudes of reduced (Sred) to oxidized sulfur (Sox),
which is higher for F1 than 2BS, and the second in the asymmetrical
shape of the oxidized sulfur peak for 2BS which crests at the energy of the
sulfonate component (2480.5 eV).

S-XANES Spectra and Adsorption Isotherms. Initial values
of the mole ratio Sred/Hg in the peats were 3  105 for 2BS and
8  105 for F1, where Sred was determined by XANES spectroscopy (Figure 1 and SI). The peats adsorbed 1 to 99100 ppm Hg
(Sred/Hg = 78300 to 0.50, respectively) as aqueous Hg concentration increased, similarly to earlier observations9 (SI). At low
aqueous concentrations of Hg the F1 peat, which had more total
and reduced S (1.79 wt % STotal; 1.25 wt % Sred), adsorbed
slightly more Hg than the 2BS peat (1.27 wt % STotal; 0.83 wt %
Sred). One inflection point between 10 8 and 10 7 mol Hg/L
indicates the data might be fit with two Langmuir isotherms
representing two binding sites.
EXAFS Spectra at Room Temperature. The k3-weighted
spectra of peats with 59 99100 ppm Hg (Sred/Hg = 1140 to
0.50) obtained at RT have features that differentiate three
binding environments (Figure 2a). Two are evident by isosbestic
points for samples having 4170 to 99100 ppm Hg, resulting from
a rightward shift in oscillation frequency and a decrease in
amplitude with increasing Hg concentration (Figure 2b). These
features show that, with decreasing Sred/Hg mole ratio, Hg
binding transitions from dominant longer bonds (short wave
frequency) with S atoms to shorter bonds (long wave frequency)
with atoms of smaller ionic radii (O, N).17,18
At any amount of Hg, the F1 spectrum is shifted slightly left of
the 2BS spectrum to the point that F1-99 (99100 ppm) is more
like 2BS-19 (19000 ppm) than 2BS-99 (99100 ppm). The
systematic shift is related to the 50% more Sred in the F1 peat
and conﬁrms the signiﬁcance of Hg S bonds in the EXAFS
signal even at high amounts of adsorbed Hg (i.e., low values of
Sred/Hg).16,17
A third binding environment is indicated at lower Hg
concentrations by slight leftward shifts of the oscillations,
which imply even longer bonds (Figure 2c). This observation
motivated measurements at He-T of six samples representing
the variation in RT spectra and the spread of Sred/Hg values.
Freezing slows the thermal motion of atoms, and for an
7299
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Figure 2. EXAFS spectra for F1 and 2BS peat samples. Sample code suﬃxes represent adsorbed Hg in ppm (mg Hg/kg peat): 006 and 007 (59 and
69 ppm); 03 (∼350 ppm); 4 (∼4100 ppm); 18 and 19 (18400 and 19000 ppm); 99 (99100 ppm) (SI). (a) Room temperature (RT) spectra
cut at k = 10 Å 1 for clarity except for 006 and 007 spectra which were stopped at k = 9.8 Å 1 because of interfering absorbance at the Se K-edge. (b)
RT spectra at k = 6 to 8 Å 1 showing rightward shift to lower frequency at higher Hg concentration, signifying shorter Hg-ligand distances. Spectra at
59 to 350 ppm are omitted for clarity. (c) RT spectra at k = 4.2 to 5.6 Å 1 showing leftward shift to higher frequency at lower Hg concentration, signifying
longer Hg-ligand distances. (d) Spectra at liquid helium temperature (He-T) cut to k = 10 Å 1.

individual bond increases the amplitude of the EXAFS signal.
Thus, we expected an improved signal-to-noise ratio and
better resolution of interatomic distances at liquid He
temperature.
EXAFS Spectra at Liquid He Temperature. At He-T, longer
Hg—S bonds were more evident by the farther leftward shift of
spectra at low Hg concentrations and sinistral asymmetry of the
first two oscillations (Figures 2d and 3a). Other bonds, also more
apparent at He-T, caused extra small oscillations at about k = 7.8
and 9.2 Å 1 in F1-007 (69 ppm Hg; Sred/Hg = 1140) and F1-03
(353 ppm Hg; Sred/Hg = 220) (Figure 2d) and also at 10.6 and
12 Å 1 in F1-03 (SI). Detailed analyses of the spectra and
modeled coordination structures from low to high adsorbed Hg
concentrations (i.e., high to low mole ratios of Sred/Hg) are
presented below.
Multinuclear Hg—S Binding at Low Hg Concentration.
The spectra of F1-03 and F1-007 changed the most between RT
and He-T, implicating dominant soft metal-soft ligand Hg—S
bonds. Fourier transforms of the F1-03 spectra show that (1) the
peak at R + δ ≈ 2 Å (distance uncorrected for phase shift) with a
small shoulder on the right at RT split into two peaks at about 1.8
and 2.3 Å and (2) the peak at about 4 Å increased in amplitude at
He-T (Figure 3a). These changes are understood by comparison

to the changes in cinnabar (R-HgS) spectra between RT and
He-T (Figure 3b).
At RT the spectrum of R-HgS is dominated by the signal from
Hg S bonds of length 2.38 Å (R + δ ≈ 2 Å); the signal from
Hg Hg pairs at R + δ ≈ 4 Å is weak. At He-T the signal
amplitude is higher and the local structure of R-HgS fully agrees
with crystallographic data. Longer Hg—S bonds at 3.07 and
3.26 Å are detected, modeling shows two distinct Hg Hg pairs
at 3.79 Å and 4.11 Å, and longer Hg Hg pairs at 5.67 and 6.82 Å
appear (SI). Similar spectral features are seen in cinnabar spectra
obtained at 77 K21 (SI).
Changes for the F1 peats with temperature, although similar,
are distinct from those for cinnabar. Diﬀerences include the outof-phase patterns between k ≈ 10.2 and 12.8 Å 1 and the peak
shapes at R + δ ≈ 4 Å at He-T. Using the cinnabar spectrum at
He-T to guide bond assignments, two Hg S bonds of length
2.34 Å and one of length 2.53 Å were derived from the F1-03 peat
spectrum at He-T along with one Hg—C or Hg—S bond at
3.25 Å, and three Hg Hg pairs at 4.12 Å (Figure 4a, SI). The
counterintuitive weakening of spectral amplitude at low k values
in F1-03 at He-T compared to RT is a result of the relative
diﬀerence in enhancement of amplitude of the two Hg—S bonds
at low temperature (SI).
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Figure 3. EXAFS spectra (left) and Fourier transforms (right) for F1 03 peat (353 ppm Hg) and cinnabar (R-HgS). Imaginary parts of the Fourier
transforms show that the diﬀerences in the EXAFS frequencies observed in k-space at RT and He-T come from the magniﬁcation at low temperature of
distant Hg—S and Hg—Hg pairs. (a) F1-03 at RT and He-T. (b) R-HgS at RT and He-T. Amplitudes for the spectra and Fourier transforms of R-HgS
were reduced by multiplicative factors to aid comparison of peak shapes and positions.

Comparison of the Hg-SR structure in the peat and metacinnabar (β-HgS) at He-T is also warranted, but is not straightforward. Although the spectra for metacinnabar and cinnabar
(R-HgS) are distinct at RT, the spectrum of β-HgS is similar
to that of cinnabar (R-HgS) at He-T, indicating that the structure
of the metastable mercuric sulﬁde (β-HgS) approaches that of
cinnabar (R-HgS) near absolute zero (SI). Such a structural
transition is consistent with the relative thermodynamic stability
of the two phases: metacinnabar is the stable phase at higher
temperature.22 The transition is also consistent with a reduction
in crystallographic symmetry from cubic (β-HgS) to trigonal
(R-HgS) as temperature is lowered. A similar transition was
reported recently for magnetite which changed structure from
cubic to monoclinic at about 125 K.23 The spectrum of the
structurally transformed metacinnabar does not match that of
F1-03 at He-T (SI).
We used the bond distances derived for F1-03 at He-T as
initial conditions for modeling the RT F1-03 spectrum. A good ﬁt
was obtained with two S atoms at 2.35 Å, 0.6 S at 2.57 Å, and 1.6
Hg at 4.14 Å (SI); the 3.25 Å distance was not detected. Like for
cinnabar, fewer longer Hg—S and Hg—Hg distances were
revealed at RT than at He-T, but none changed signiﬁcantly
(SI). In addition, F1-03 does not match either metacinnabar,
which has all Hg—S bonds at 2.51 Å, or cinnabar at RT (SI).
Freezing did not change the unique binding between Hg and S in
the peat: the multinuclear Hg-SR structure, which is nanosized
and surrounded by a relatively ﬂexible organic matrix, is stable.

Organic materials are commonly examined in the frozen state
by EXAFS spectroscopy to avoid formation of free radicals
that cause photoreduction.24,25 However, there is virtually no
evidence for degraded RT structures during synchrotron measurements of Hg binding to OM,16 18 likely in part because of
the strong bonds that form between Hg and Sred. In fact, the small
oscillation near 7.8 Å 1 at He-T in F1-007 and F1-03 (Sred/Hg =
1140 and 220) caused by Hg Hg pairs is also perceptible in RT
spectra of soil OM at Sred/Hg = 100 and 20.18 This is not only
further evidence against photoreduction of strongly bound Hg at
RT but also supports the conclusion that freezing did not induce
the multinuclear structure.
The features of Hg Hg pairs observed in the He-T spectra of
the peats may be visible in the spectra of soil OM at RT18 because
the experimental soil OM Hg solutions equilibrated for 1 wk18
compared to 15 h in the peat OM-Hg solutions. Mercury atoms
could have had time to move to higher aﬃnity protein-like Sred
sites even though the soil OM had 75% less Sred than the
Everglades peats. A similar kinetic eﬀect may have contributed
to visualizing the longer bond distances in our He-T analyses
given the nine-month interval between the measurements at the
two temperatures. In addition, the greater amount of Sred in the
peats may have accelerated the change in binding enough to
detect the multinuclear cluster in the modeled RT spectra despite
the short equilibration time. The ﬁnal pH of our peat experiments was 5 6 vs a pH near 4 for the soil OM.18 If apparent pKa
values of thiols in peats are in the range of those for plant
7301
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Figure 4. EXAFS spectra, Fourier transforms, and model structures of dominant Hg binding structures (left to right) and correspondence with Sred/Hg
in the peats (far right). (a) F1 03 (353 ppm Hg) at RT and He-T with model ﬁts. Schematic multinuclear Hg4Sx structure is at right. Data analysis shows
that the Hg—S distance at 2.53 2.57 Å contributes to the right tail of the ﬁrst peak (SI). Imaginary parts of the Fourier transforms were omitted for
clarity. (b) F1-4 (~4100 ppm Hg) and Hg(Cys)2 reference solution at He-T. The modeled Hg(SR)2 structure is shown at the upper right. (c) F1-99
(99100 ppm) and 2BS-99 (99100 ppm) at He-T. A schematic of the ﬁve-membered (O,N) chelate ring structure in 2BS-99 is shown at the lower right.
Modeled bond distances and coordination numbers in F1-99 suggest the hypothetical structure linking Hg to aromatic rings at the upper right. Atoms
coded as oxygen are indistinguishable from nitrogen.

metallothioneins,26 then accelerated binding of Hg in the peat
also could be explained by more deprotonated sites at higher pH.
Similarity of Multinuclear Hg S Structure to Metal
Thiolate Clusters in Metallothionein Proteins. The average
Hg S structure can be described as a tetrameric cluster (Hg4Sx)
in which three-coordinate molecular units of one Hg atom with
two short bonds (2.34 Å) and one longer bond (2.53 Å) to S atoms
are arranged so that any two Hg atoms are about 4.12 Å apart
(Figure 4a). The bonds around any Hg atom form a Y-shape,19
precluding successful modeling of the peak at R + δ ≈ 4 Å in the
Fourier transforms at both temperatures as multiple-scattering
from a linear Hg(SR)2 complex18 (SI). At least 0.5 mol % of Sred
must be in the cluster, similar to the 0.15 1% deduced for strong
binding constants of Hg in other OM samples.8,9,15
The Hg4Sx model cluster resembles polynuclear-thiolate clusters in Cu(I) metalloproteins and metal-peptide compounds.27

Cu(I)4S6-type structures with three-coordinate metal centers
occur in metallochaperone and metallothionein (MT) proteins
with CXC (CysXaaCys) amino acid consensus sequences from
mammals and yeast.28 32 These structures mimic organometallic
[Cu4(SPh)6]2-, which contains thiolated aromatics.33
Structures of Hg metalloproteins are few and varied. One
three-coordinate unit with Hg—S bond length of 2.43(2) Å was
observed in the merR-regulatory protein,34 and one with either
two 2.34 Å and one 2.47 Å or three 2.39 Å Hg—S bonds in a de
novo Hg(II)-metalloprotein.35 In Hg7-MT, Hg is bonded to
either two S atoms at 2.33(2) Å (and possibly two other S at
3.4 Å)36 or to three S at 2.42(2) Å,37 whereas in Hg18-MT Hg is
bonded to two S atoms at 2.42(3) Å and one Cl at 2.57 Å;36 no
Hg Hg distances were reported for either Hg-MT. The crystal
structure of the metallochaperone Hah1 in the presence of Hg
has a distorted tetrahedral coordination with one Hg bonded to
7302
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one S at 2.3 Å, two S at 2.5 Å, and one S at 2.8 Å.38 One Hg atom
is thought to bind to two Hah1 molecules each with CXXC
sequences. Molecules with CXXC sequences usually form twocoordinate structures as in the MerP Hg(II) transport protein.39
Three-coordinate binding in a multinuclear cluster was inferred
for Hg-loaded MT from Cicer arietinum (chickpea) using UV-vis
spectroscopy.40
Hg(SR)2, Chelate Ring, and Thiolated Aromatic Structures
at Higher Hg Concentrations. A linear Hg(SR)2 structure was
dominant in the F1-4 peat with 4180 ppm Hg (Sred/Hg = 18.7).
This structure has the same shorter Hg—S bonds (2.33 Å at HeT and 2.35 Å at RT) as the cluster, but not the longer Hg—S
bond (2.53 Å) and Hg Hg distance (4.12 Å): there is neither
a spectral shift to lower k nor extra oscillations at higher k
(Figure 4b). The spectrum and Fourier transform at He-T match
those for our 1:2 Hg-cysteine solution (Hg(Cys)2), and similarly
frozen Hg-cysteine solids,41 and Hg-cysteine and Hg-glutathione
solutions.41,42 Linearity is confirmed by the peak at R + δ ≈ 4 Å in
the Fourier transform at He-T, caused by multiple scattering
paths (SI). Only 65% of the Hg(Cys)2 spectrum is needed to
match the F1 4 spectrum indicating that at least 20 25% of the
Hg is bonded to O and/or N (Figure 4b).
The other sample having a dominant binding environment
was 2BS-99 (99100 ppm Hg and Sred/Hg = 0.50). The spectra
indicate shorter bonds between Hg and lower Z atoms (Figures 2
and 4c). In the best model, Hg bonds to one O atom at 2.02 Å,
one O or N atom at 2.45 Å, one C atom at 2.87 Å, and one C atom
at 3.28 Å (SI). The structure is likely a ﬁve-membered chelate
ring with one carboxylate O and amino N (R-HN2) or alcohol O
(R-OH) from an R-substituted carbon, similar to structures for
monomethylmercury binding to amino acids43,44 and for Hg and
Cu(II) complexed to soil OM and humic acid.18,24
The second new Hg S structure appeared in F1-99 (also
having 99100 ppm Hg, but a higher Sred/Hg of 0.80 compared to
2BS-99). A small oscillation at about 6.7 Å 1 and the shift of the
third oscillation at 8 Å 1 in the He-T spectrum are distinctive
(Figure 4c). The best model gives an average structure around
Hg of one O or N atom at 2.02 Å, 0.4 S atoms at 2.34 Å, two C
atoms at 2.97 Å, and four C atoms at 3.28 Å (SI). The number of
C atoms along with S suggests the presence of thiolated aromatic
units.45 However, the low amount of S indicates that this structure is mixed mainly with the (O,N) chelate ring seen in 2BS-99.
The spectra of F1-18 (18400 ppm Hg; Sred/Hg = 4.3) could
not be modeled successfully from ﬁrst principles because there
was no dominant binding environment. Instead, RT and He-T
spectra were analyzed by linear combination ﬁtting using spectra
from the other peat samples. Sample F1-18 has about 67% F1-4
type bonds and 33% of the mixture of bonds modeled in F1-99 (SI),
further supporting a continuum in binding environments.
Environmental Implications. As the concentration of adsorbed Hg increased, the Hg atoms filled increasing amounts of
progressively weaker binding sites. Binding of highest to lowest
affinity corresponds in order to the Hg4Sx cluster, linear
Hg(SR)2, thiolated aromatic, and five-membered chelate ring
sites (Figure 4). The first three reinforce the importance of
thiolate ligands even at relatively low values of Sred/Hg, where
OH and N ligands are in great excess. Other relatively weak
binding sites with O and N ligands may exist at low values of Sred/
Hg, but could not be distinguished in this study. Also, the EXAFS
spectroscopic data obtained here cannot be used to differentiate
O from N ligands such as the imidazole component of histidine
which can bind metals in protein structures.46 A four-coordinate
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Hg-SR structure like that observed, for example, in the HgHah1
metallochaperone protein38 or the Hg(Cys)4 species in
Hg-cysteine solutions with H2Cys/Hg(II) > 541 might form at
higher values of Sred/Hg than investigated here. However, the
longer bond-length expected for such a structure19 was never
dominant in the peat samples.
Thiols may be incorporated into OM as components of biomolecules such as metallothioneins and phytochelatins. Metallothioneins, which have high contents of cysteinyl thiols, are
produced by bacteria and eukaryoa and possibly by archaea.26,47,48
Photosynthetic organisms also produce phytochelatins, which
are glutathione-based peptides with (γ-Glu-Cys)nGly (PCn,
n = 2 11). In addition, thiols can be formed when hydrogen
sulﬁde, typically generated by bacterial sulfate reduction,49 51
adds to unsubstituted double bonds in alkenes and aromatics
from tannins, lignins, and terpenoids.52,53
Reduced sulfur in the peats has XANES character like that of
thiols in cysteine and disulﬁde bridges in cystine (SI); that is, the
reduced sulfur that forms metal thiolate clusters in metalloproteins. Such clusters typically have 2 11 metal centers54with
evidence in bacterial, animal, and plant MTs that histidine residues stabilize the negative charge of the cluster.55 Histidine
residues can also be part of the coordination structure.46 Values
equal to 2 2.7 observed for the ratios of protons exchanged for
low amounts of adsorbed Hg in DOM and soil OM at pH e
710,13 imply x = 8 11 in the Hg4Sx structure, in the range of
typical numbers of S atoms in MT metal thiolate clusters.
Living organisms can control the binding of metals to stable
clusters in MTs by cellular redox reactions 56,57 and rapid metal
exchange can occur through protein folding and unfolding.58
Metal thiolate clusters in plant MTs tend to be somewhat less
stable than those in most vertebrate MTs at comparable pH,26,59
which may be related to fewer cysteine residues and longer linker
chains between domains in plant MTs. Upon cellular death,
metal thiolate clusters might become incorporated in OM
whereas amino acid linker segments likely decompose.
Mercury(II) binds more strongly than Cu(I), Cd(II), Pb(II),
and Zn(II) to MTs and model peptides in vitro60 62 and in
phytochelatins the strength of metal binding is higher with length
of the peptides (i.e., with more cysteine).63,64 Phytochelatin
metal complexes can be stabilized if plants or fungi produce
excess sulﬁde.65 67 Phytochelatins, MTs, and intracellular sulﬁde
production may all explain Hg-rich granules in roots of plants
grown in vivo68 70 and in a contaminated saltmarsh.71
In the Everglades peats, the Sred in the thiolate ligands that
formed the experimental Hg4Sx type of clusters may originate as
cysteine in MTs or phytochelatins in sawgrass (2BS), cattail (F1)
(SI), and periphyton72 or in MTs produced by aquatic invertebrates,73 fungi, and bacteria. Thiols also could have
been added to the peats during bacterial reduction of aqueous
sulfate.20
The two new Hg-SR structures we identiﬁed may elucidate
other interactions between OM and Hg species. Formation of
mercury-thiolate clusters might explain why metacinnabar was
inhibited from precipitating in DOM solutions to which Hg was
added ﬁrst (<5  10 8 M; Sred/Hg ∼ 60) followed by sulﬁde.74
A thiolated aromatic structure could clarify why cinnabar dissolution rates increased with greater aromaticity of DOM and not
reduced sulfur content.75,76 Multinuclear clusters might be
retained and/or nucleate HgS minerals as peat transforms to
coal during burial. This is supported by isotopic signatures of
presumed organic-bound vs hydrothermally sourced Hg in coal.77
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Mercury-SR bonds, in general, could also explain the origin of Hg
in petroleum or natural gas.
The observed Hg-SR structures raise other questions. What is
the origin of the mercury-thiolate cluster? Are metalloproteins
and peptides added to peat directly from plants and other
organisms living in the aquatic environment? If so, did the Hg
added during the experiments displace other trace metals originally complexed in these biomolecules? Is the Hg4Sx cluster the
strongest binding site for Hg in peat and by implication other
forms of natural organic matter, and if so, is this Hg available or
unavailable for methylation? Further characterization of speciﬁc
biomolecules in macromolecular natural organic matter would be
a step forward toward linking cellular functions in living organisms to sequestration of trace metals by organic materials in
the earth.
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S2

S1. Adsorption experiments
The peats were extracted from the top 10 cm of sediment in Water Conservation Areas (WCA)
2A (F1) and 2B (2BS) of the Florida Everglades, washed with deionized water, separated into a 74‐105
m fraction by wet‐sieving, air‐dried, and chemically analyzed.2, 3 After washing, the peats contained 98
(F1) and 180 (2BS) ppb Hg. The porewater at Site F1 contained more sulfide, sulfate, and DOM, and less
oxygen than water at Site 2BS (0.22 vs. 0.063 x 10‐6 mol/L H2STotal; 470 vs. 69 x 10‐6 mol/L SO42‐; 38 vs. 17
mg C/L; and, 10 vs. 100 x 10‐6 mol/L O2, respectively).3 Sediment monomethylmercury concentrations
were 1.4 x 10‐9 for the F1 site and 1.3 x 10‐8 mol/L CH3Hg for the 2BS site.4 Sawgrass (Cladium
jamaicensis) is the dominant plant at the 2BS site but cattail (Typha domingensis) has dominated at the
eutrophic F1 site since the mid 1970s as a result of nutrient addition from canal waters.5, 6 Using peat
accumulation rates measured in 1996,7 the top 10 cm at each site would largely represent these two
different plants. Periphyton is also present at both sites. F1 periphyton has been characterized as green
filamentous algae with relatively high chlorophyll a and bacteriochlorophyll8 and no calcareous material.
2BS periphyton is calcareous.6 Both sites have diatoms.
Experiments used 100 mg of peat in 0.25 L of 0.01 M NaNO3 adjusted to an initial pH of 6.0 ±
0.03 after which aqueous Hg(II) was added in the form of Hg(NO3)2 at initial concentrations of 3 x 10‐7 to
2 x 10‐4 mol/L. Experiments lasted 15 h, sufficient for equilibration of the bulk adsorption reaction based
on results where no change in the amount of adsorbed Hg(II) occurred after 1 h.3 The difference
between initial and final aqueous Hg(II) concentrations yielded the sorbed amount (Table S1, Figure S1).
The peat was separated from the solution by centrifugation and freeze‐dried for EXAFS analysis.
Released amounts of dissolved organic carbon (DOC) were 20 to 50% of those expected based
on previous results.3 Between 0.6 and 1.2% of the initial peat mass dissolved (2.55 to 4.71 mg C/L) in no
pattern except that the least dissolution occurred for the highest initial Hg concentrations (2BS‐99 and
F1‐99). In 6 out of 7 cases, the 2BS peat produced slightly less DOC at a given initial Hg concentration.
Final pH after reaction decreased by 0.2 to 0.7 pH units with lower values corresponding to higher Hg(II)
loadings. Within the error of the pH measurement (± 0.02 pH units), the observed changes are within
those expected for simple exchange of two hydroniums for every Hg2+ adsorbed.
Table S1. Data for adsorption experiments.
Sred/Hg
EXAFS
Hg(II)peat DOC
mg kg‐1 mg L‐1 (mol mol‐1) spectra
2BS‐0001
0.9
4.12
57500
na
2BS‐0004
4.2
3.74
12300
na
2BS‐006
59
3.43
880
RT
2BS‐03
326
4.17
160
RT
2BS‐4
4170
4.71
12
RT
2BS‐19
19000
3.78
2.7
RT
2BS‐99
99100
2.55
0.50
RT, He‐T
F1‐0001
1.0
4.64
78300
na
F1‐0006
5.6
4.50
14000
na
F1‐007
69
3.65
1140
RT, He‐T
F1‐03
353
4.62
220
RT, He‐T
F1‐4a
4120
nd
19.0
na
F1‐4b
4180
4.44
18.7
RT, He‐T
F1‐18
18400
4.46
4.3
RT, He‐T
F1‐99
99100
3.11
0.80
RT, He‐T
F1 peat has 1.79 wt. % S (1.25 wt.% Sred); 2BS peat has 1.27 wt. % S (0.83 wt. % Sred)( see section S2)
DOC  Dissolved Organic Carbon; na not applicable; nd not determined
RT spectra measured at room temperature; He‐T spectra measured at liquid helium temperature (8‐16 K)
Expt.
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Samples F1‐4a and F1‐4b demonstrate experimental reproducibility.
Figure S1a. Mercury(II) adsorption
isotherm: Adsorbed Hg(II) vs.
Solution Hg(II) at Equilibrium.
Adsorbed Hg(II) per mass of 2BS
(black; 6 experiments) and F1 (red;
7 experiments) peats vs.
equilibrium solution concentration.
Error bars represent 4% uncertainty
in measured aqueous Hg
concentration. Adsorbed Hg(II) was
determined by difference between
initial and equilibrated solution
concentrations.

Figure S1b. Mercury(II) adsorption
isotherm data recast as Reduced
Sulfur/Adsorbed Hg(II) vs. Solution
Hg(II) at Equilibrium: The
uncertainty on the amount of
reduced S is 10% (see Section 2 on
XANES spectroscopy).

S2. XANES spectroscopy
S2.1. Measurements and data analysis
Sulfur K‐edge XANES spectra were acquired at the Advanced Light Source (ALS, Berkeley) on the
microfocus beamline 10.3.2.9 Spectra for the 2BS and F1 peats were measured by fluorescence
detection with a 7‐element Ge detector and those for sulfur‐containing standards in total electron yield
(TEY) detection mode to prevent signal distortion by over absorption effects.10, 11 For TEY
measurements, a thin layer of fine powder was spread onto conductive graphite tape to minimize
distortion to the signal induced by sample charging. Each spectrum is the average of four to ten
statistically invariant scans. Energy was calibrated by setting the CaSO4 peak to 2482 eV. Spectra were
normalized to unity using a polynomial, then least‐squares fit to known standards to determine the
relative amounts (in atom % S) of S species, defined here as a type of functionality with the same
'oxidation index'.12 Nine standards were selected, based on previous studies13 , 14‐20 to best represent the
major forms of S possible in NOM: dibenzyl disulfide (R‐SS‐R, CAS 150‐60‐7), DL‐cystine (R‐SS‐R, CAS 923‐
32‐0), dibenzyl sulfide (R‐S‐R, CAS 538‐74‐9), L‐methionine (R‐S‐CH3, CAS 63‐68‐3), L‐cysteine (R‐SH, CAS
52‐90‐4), dibenzothiophene (R‐S‐R, CAS 132‐65‐0), DL‐methionine sulfoxide (R‐SO‐R, CAS 62697‐73‐8),
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sodium sulfite (Na2S, CAS 7757‐83‐7), cyclohexanesulfonic acid (R‐SO3‐H, sulfonate), and sulfate (CaSO4).
Pyrite (FeS2) was also tested as a possible component, although its concentration was expected to be
below the limit of sensitivity for the fitting procedure. The fitting precision is typically within 5 % when
comparing data collected under the same conditions and analyzed with the same set of reference
spectra.19 The fitting accuracy is more difficult to assess because it depends on indeterminate biases
during data measurements (e.g., detector linearity), systematic errors during data reduction (e.g.,
background subtraction and normalization), and how well the chosen references represent the variety
of sulfur functionalities. A case in point is the sulfate peak whose height is difficult to measure
accurately in fluorescence mode because of over absorption effects, and in TEY mode because of the
relatively limited linearity of electron detectors. Therefore, the method is not necessarily more accurate
for sulfate than for sulfides, despite the factor of five difference in peak height. Overall, we agree with11
that the accuracy of S species composition can be estimated to within 10 % of the relative amounts
obtained in the fit, as long as experimental errors are carefully minimized.
An estimate of the amount of reduced S contributed by Fe‐sulfide minerals was obtained using
X‐ray fluorescence mapping, micro‐XANES spectroscopy, and micro‐diffraction. Fluorescence maps
were recorded at 4.033 keV with a resolution of 15  15 m2 and 200 ms counting time. The diffraction
pattern was recorded in transmission mode at 17 keV with a Bruker 6000 CCD binned to 1024  1024
pixels.
S2.2. Results
Five components sufficed to model the F1 and 2BS data: cystine, cysteine/methionine, sulfoxide,
sulfonate, and sulfate (Figure S2a,b; Table S2). The data were fit equally well with the amino acids
cysteine or methionine because their spectra cannot be distinguished in a mixture. Cysteine is produced
by all organisms and is common in metallothionein (MT) proteins, whereas methionine is made only by
plants and is rarer in proportion in MT. Cystine, the dimer formed by a disulfide bridge between two
cysteines, stabilizes the tertiary structure of proteins. A 6‐component fit to F1 added 7% dibenzyl sulfide
and subtracted 6% of the cysteine and 1% of the cystine, but did not change the total amount of
reduced sulfur (Table S2; Figure S2c). This fit was rejected because (1) the fit quality was improved
insignificantly; (2) adding dibenzyl sulfide did not also improve the fit to the 2BS peat, which was
sampled from a nearby location and expected to be similar to the F1 peat; and, (3) dibenzyl sulfide,
which has a reduced sulfur peak only slightly narrower than those of cysteine and methionine and is
therefore indistinguishable in a mixture, has a ‘non‐thiolate’‐like highly symmetrical sulfur binding
environment, which is unlikely to occur in this proportion in OM. None of the fits supported the
presence of pyrite.
The sum of methionine, cysteine, and cystine in whole Cladium jamaicensis (sawgrass) from a
site in WCA‐1 of the Florida Everglades was about 0.7 mg g‐1, whereas the decayed surface litter and
upper 5 cm of peat formed from sawgrass contained about 1.7 mg g‐1,21, 22 of which approximately 0.5
mg g‐1 was cysteine. In comparison, the amounts of cysteine in the F1 and 2BS peats as determined by
S‐XANES were 28 and 16 mg g‐1, respectively. The amount of cysteine in the plant litter and upper few
cm of sawgrass peat is equivalent to 2.3 to 2.5 mol Sred per mol of Hg adsorbed in the F1‐03 and 2BS‐03
peat samples, respectively, enough to form multinuclear clusters of composition Hg4Sx with x = 8 to 10.
The majority of the S in the peats is organic and micro‐X‐ray fluorescence maps of S distribution
corroborate the relative difference in amounts as determined by bulk chemical analysis3 (Figure S2d). A
small amount of the Sred in the peats is associated with Fe (Figure S2d), and at least some of this Sred is
pyrite based on micro‐diffraction of one bright spot of S and Fe in the 2BS peat (Figure S2e). The Sred
peak in the micro‐XANES spectrum of this spot is clearly distinct from those of bulk 2BS and F1 peat
(Figure S2f), yet the S is still dominantly organic. This peak was fit with 16% pyrite, 20% cystine, and 29%
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cysteine. The fractions of S associated with Fe to total S in the XRF images are 6% for 2BS and 8% for F1
as obtained by summing the K(S) fluorescence counts from pixels containing both S and Fe and
normalizing to the total S fluorescence counts. Assuming all of the Fe‐S associations contain the same
proportion of pyrite, the percentage of total S speciated as pyrite in the two peats are estimated as 1%
in 2BS and 1.3% in F1.
Table S2. Fraction of S in species from the linear decomposition of S‐XANES spectra

F1
5‐component
6‐component
2BS
5‐component

Cystine

Sulfide

Cysteine Sulfoxide Sulfonate

0.29
0.28

‐
0.07

0.41
0.35

0.11
0.11

0.16
0.16

0.31

‐

0.34

0.09

0.23

Sum

NSS
(10‐3)

0.06
0.06

1.02
1.03

3.29
3.20

0.07

1.04

3.27

Sulfate

NSS is the normalized sum‐squares fit residual defined as sum[(yexp‐yfit)2]/sum[yexp2].

Figure S2a. Best five‐component
fit to S‐XANES data for 2BS peat.
Best fit (blue) of four reference
organic sulfur compounds and
one inorganic sulfate to the 2BS
S‐XANES data (red). 65% of the
total sulfur species is reduced
sulfur and can be represented by
approximately equal amounts of
sulfur from cysteine and cystine.

Figure S2b. Best five‐component
fit to S‐XANES data for F1 peat.
Best fit (blue) of four reference
organic sulfur compounds and
one inorganic sulfate to the F1 S‐
XANES data (red). 70% of the
total sulfur species is reduced
sulfur and can be represented by
41% sulfur in cysteine and 29%
sulfur in cystine.
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Figure S2c. Six‐component fit to
S‐XANES spectrum of F1 peat.
The fit (blue) to the spectrum
(red) includes an additional
component ‐ dibenzyl sulfide.
The improvement in the quality
of fit over the five‐component
model is 9 x 10‐5, which is
insignificant.

Figure S2d. Micro‐X‐ray
fluorescence maps for
the 2BS and F1 peats. Fe
+ S maps (left) vs. S maps
(right). Arrows point to
spot containing high Fe +
S in 2BS analyzed with
micro‐X‐ray diffraction
(see Figure S2e) and
micro‐S‐XANES (see
Figure S2f). S is
represented by red and
Fe by green. Maps show
qualitatively that there is
more S in F1 (bottom
right) than 2BS (upper
right). Bright green spots
on left in both samples
represent unidentified
Fe‐oxide or Fe‐
oxyhydroxide phases.
Orange and yellow spots
in images on left indicate
concentrations of Fe‐S
species, likely the
minerals pyrite or iron‐
monosulfide.
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Figure S2e. Micro‐X‐
ray diffraction of spot
marked by arrow in
Figure S2d. Prominent
peaks of the mineral
pyrite (FeS2) and other
minerals are marked.

Figure S2f. Comparison of S‐XANES spectra for
bulk F1 and 2BS peats and spot 2BS‐1. Bulk spectra
were obtained by averaging five micro‐XANES
spectra recorded in organic rich areas. All spectra
in each set were statistically invariant. The 2BS‐1
spot is that marked by arrows on micro‐X‐ray
fluorescence maps shown in Figure S2d. The
reduced sulfur peak for spot 2BS‐1 has a shoulder
at ~2472 eV supporting the presence of FeS2
identified by micro‐XRD. However the peak shape
is mostly similar to the reduced S peaks of the bulk
peats which are fit entirely by a combination of the
S‐XANES signals for the cysteine and cystine
reference materials.

S3. EXAFS spectroscopy
S3.1. Measurements and data analysis
Mercury L3‐edge X‐ray absorption spectra were measured at room (RT) and 8‐16 K (He‐T) with a
liquid helium cryostat on the FAME spectrometer (French Absorption spectroscopy beamline in Material
and Environmental science ‐ beamline BM30B23) at the European Synchrotron Radiation Facility (ESRF,
Grenoble). Measurements were performed on 5 mm diameter pressed pellets in fluorescence‐yield
detection mode with a 30‐element Ge detector.
The two solid references cinnabar (‐HgS; ABCR GmbH & Co KG) and metacinnabar (‐HgS,
Strem Chemicals) were diluted in boron nitride to minimize over absorption,10 and the aqueous Hg‐
(cysteine)2 complex (2 x 10‐3 mol/L) was prepared in a 20‐25% glycerol solution. The solution reference
was initially flash‐frozen in liquid nitrogen. Peat samples were diluted as needed in glucose. Integration
times varied from 3 s in the edge region to 15 s at k = 14 Å‐1 for a total scan time of ca. 45 min. Multiple
scans varying from 4 sweeps for concentrated to 8‐10 sweeps for diluted samples were performed to
optimize signal‐to‐noise (S/N) ratios, and the pellets were moved by 500 m after each scan to access
fresh material and improve statistics. Caution was taken that all individual spectra were statistically
identical before summing them. The EXAFS oscillations were extracted, Fourier transformed, and least‐
squares fitted using the WinXAS 3.2 program.24 The photon energy (E) was converted into k space using
a threshold energy (E0) set to the middle of the absorption jump. The EXAFS signal was weighted by k3 to
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compensate for the decreased amplitude at high k; the k3(k) vs. k spectrum was Fourier transformed to
real space with a Bessel apodization function; and structural parameters of the various coordination
shells around Hg were determined by fitting data over the distance range (R + ) of interest. Theoretical
amplitude and phase functions were calculated ab initio with FEFF v. 7,25 using Hg(SCH3)226 as the
structure model for the Hg‐S pair and S‐Hg‐S multiple scattering, metacinnabar (‐HgS27) for the Hg‐S
and Hg‐Hg pairs, and mercury di‐acetate (Hg(CH3COO)228) for the Hg‐O and Hg‐C pairs. The phase
functions were used in the model‐fits to correct the R +  bond distances, as obtained from the Fourier
transformation, for the phase‐shift term (), which depends on the nature of the atomic pair (e.g., Hg‐S,
Hg‐O, Hg‐Hg,…). For this reason, the R + values reported on the x‐axis of the Fourier transforms are
apparent crystallographic R values. The uncertainty in the fitted distances, coordination numbers, and
Debye–Waller factors were estimated at the 95 % confidence level by varying successively each fit
parameter by a certain percentage and restarting the refinement with this parameter fixed.

S3.2. Results
The metacinnabar (‐HgS) reference contained 16% cinnabar based on Rietveld analysis 29 of its
powder X‐ray diffraction pattern (Figure S3a). The cinnabar (‐HgS) reference was pure. Therefore, we
removed 16% of the RT EXAFS spectrum of cinnabar from the RT EXAFS spectrum of metacinnabar, and
16% of the He‐T EXAFS spectrum of cinnabar from the He‐T EXAFS spectrum of metacinnabar.
Simulations to the spectral data and corresponding Fourier transforms are provided in Figures
S3b to S3z in the order: cinnabar (‐HgS), metacinnabar (‐HgS), F1‐03 (Sred/Hg = 220), F1‐4 (Sred/Hg =
18.7), Hg(Cys)2 reference, 2BS‐99 (Sred/Hg = 0.50), and F1‐99 (Sred/Hg = 0.80). A theoretical simulation of
the effect of temperature on the amplitude of the EXAFS signal for F1‐03 is included in Figure S3l
immediately following the data and simulations for F1‐03. All data are presented in red in both k‐space
and R‐space. Simulated spectra are in purple and simulated Fourier transforms are in blue. Only the
modulus of each actual and modeled Fourier transform is shown for simplicity. When the actual and
modeled EXAFS spectra (k‐space) are in‐phase, then the imaginary parts of their Fourier transforms (R‐
space) are in‐phase as well. The nearest neighboring atoms to target element Hg are denoted above the
peaks indicating their apparent bond distances (uncorrected for phase shift) in the Fourier transforms.
All fit parameters, including the bond distances corrected for phase shift, are listed in Table S3. Plots in
k‐space are labeled k3 on the ordinate and k [Å‐1] on the abscissa. Plots in R‐space are labeled FT(k3)
on the ordinate and R+[Å] on the abscissa. When several fit strategies were attempted, the best
simulation is Model 1, unless otherwise noted. Shortcomings of other models are described below each
figure.
F1‐18 (Sred/Hg = 4.3) was not modeled ab initio because it is clearly a mixture of three different
structural environments as determined by linear combination fitting (Figure S3x). F1‐03 is not a linear
combination of F1‐4 (the Hg(SR)2 linear structure) and cinnabar as shown by comparison of the spectra
at RT (Figure S3y).
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Figure S3a. Powder X‐ray diffraction pattern of metacinnabar (Strem Chemicals). The amount‐of‐substance (i.e.,
mole) fraction of cinnabar = 16 % as determined by Rietveld analysis.29
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Figure S3b. Cinnabar (‐HgS) RT ‐ Model 1. At RT, the Hg‐S distance is dominant in the Fourier transform (right)
and the Hg‐Hg distance is weak in comparison. Data are in red; the modeled spectrum in k‐space in purple (above
left); and the modeled Fourier Transform (R‐space) of the spectrum in blue (above right).

Figure S3c. Cinnabar (‐HgS) RT ‐ Model 2. In comparison to Model 1, the second peak is modeled as multiple
scattering from the S‐Hg‐S linear bonds. The two models are indistinguishable, and both multiple scattering (MS)
and Hg‐Hg pairs likely contribute to the peak at R +   4 Å.
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Figure S3d. Cinnabar (‐HgS) He‐T. The two long‐distance Hg‐Hg pairs are at 5.67 Å and 6.82 Å. The peak at k =
6.1 Å‐1 was reproduced by adding to the fit the four‐legged MS path from the collinear S‐Hg‐S coordination.

Figure S3e. Metacinnabar (‐HgS) RT. The measured spectrum was adjusted by removing the contribution from
cinnabar which equaled 16 % as shown in Figure S3a.
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Figure S3f. Metacinnabar (‐HgS) He‐T. The measured spectrum was adjusted by removing the contribution from
cinnabar which equaled 16 % as shown in Figure S3a. The resulting spectrum and Fourier transform are similar to
those of cinnabar at He‐T. The misfit at k =6.1 Å‐1 comes from the omission of the S‐Hg‐S MS path in the simulation
(see Figure S3d).

Figure S3g. F1‐03 ‐ RT ‐ Model 1. The Hg‐Hg pairs from the Hg4Sx clusters are detected at room temperature, and
the longer Hg‐S2 distance is required to fit the main peak, labeled Hg‐S. Statistical analysis with the F‐test30, 31
showed that the long Hg‐S distance at 2.53 to 2.57 Å contributes to the right tail of the first peak.
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Figure S3h. F1‐03 ‐ RT ‐ Model 2. When the peak at R + 4 Åis fit with MS paths and CN(MS) is allowed to float
during the fit, the 2 value is negative.

Figure S3i. F1‐03 ‐ RT ‐ Model 3. When the peak at R + 4 Å is fit with MS paths and CN(MS) = CN(Hg‐S1), as
required for a collinear geometry, the quality of fit is less good by a factor of almost two compared to Model 1.
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Figure S3j. F1‐03 ‐ He‐T ‐ Model 1.

Figure S3k. F1‐03 ‐ He‐T ‐ Model 2. When the Fourier transform peak at R + 4 Å is fit with MS paths between
collinear S‐Hg‐S atoms, as in the T‐shape32 three‐coordinate model proposed previously33, the fit quality is
degraded by 50 % (Table SI‐3) and the data are poorly reproduced in the 4‐7 Å‐1 k interval (first two oscillations).
Also, the 2(S  Hg  S) = 0.002 Å2 value is unrealistically low because this S‐Hg‐S MS path should have higher
effective disorder (higher value of ) than the Hg‐S single‐scattering (SS) path (2(Hg‐S) = 0.005 Å2 in the model of
ref 31) (e.g., as in ref 32 and 3334, 35).
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(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

Figure S3l. Why the amplitude of the EXAFS signal for F1‐03 decreases with temperature. The top two figures
show the effect of anisotropy of the thermal motions of short and long Hg‐S bonds on RT data. Theoretical EXAFS
interference functions (1) and Fourier transforms (2) were calculated for the hypothetical atomic pairs:
Red: two S atoms at 2.34 Å and  = 0.005 Å2
Blue: one S atom at 2.53 Å and  = 0.01 Å2.
Black: sum
The long bond affects the phase only at low k, because the d(Hg‐S)=2.53 Å wave is damped (i.e., is attenuated at
high k) as a consequence of the softer character of this longer bond. In real space, the long bond gives a weak
shoulder at about R + R ~ 2.5 Å which can be easily mistaken for a side lobe of the Fourier transform.
The bottom two figures show the effect at He‐T. Theoretical EXAFS interference functions (3) and Fourier
transforms (4) were calculated for the hypothetical atomic pairs :
Red : two S atoms at 2.34 Å and  = 0.005 Å2.
Blue : two S atoms at 2.34 Å, but = 0.004 Å2. Diminishing the Debye‐Waller factor mimics the effect of
lowering the temperature. The amplitudes of the EXAFS signal and FT peak increase when the disorder term
(i.e., thermal agitation) decreases.
Orange : one S atom at 2.53 Å and  = 0.004 Å2. The wave frequency is shifted to the left at low k, to the right
at high k, and is out‐of‐phase in the k region where the amplitude of the signal from the short‐distance pair is
maximum, i.e., at k = 7‐9 Å‐1.
Black : Sum of the orange and blue curves. The composite signal from the 2S + 1S pairs is weaker than the
single shell signal from the 2S pair. This counter‐intuitive effect of a reduction of the EXAFS signal at low
temperature is observed when two shells are amplified differently at low temperature. The longer Hg‐S bond
has a higher thermal motion (i.e., is ‘softer’), therefore is barely detected at room temperature but appears
clearly at He‐T.
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Figure S3m. F1‐4 ‐ RT.

Figure S3n. F1‐4 ‐ He‐T. The modeled distance is 4.61 Å, i.e., twice the distance for single scattering between Hg
and S, and the MS scattering paths consequently have a higher Debye‐Waller factor than the single‐scattering
paths36 (2 = 9 x 10‐3 vs. 4 x 10‐3 Å2; Table S3).
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Figure S3o. Hg(Cys)2 He‐T.

Fig. S3p. 2BS‐99 ‐ RT ‐ Model 1.
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Figure S3q. 2BS‐99 ‐ RT ‐ Model 2. The five‐membered chelate ring (with two O shells) is also detected at room
temperature. The data cannot be satisfactorily reproduced with a single O shell. However, the distant C shell at
about 3.3 Å is undetected.

Figure S3r. 2BS‐99 ‐ He‐T ‐ Model 1. The best model suggests a five‐membered chelate ring. A similar chelate ring
model was reported for a monomethyl mercury‐humic acid complex.37 However, the acetate‐like bidentate
structure37 has unusually short bonds of 2.66‐2.67 Å to C along with bonds of 2.81‐2.85 Å to O. This type of
structure should have nearly equal Hg‐C and Hg‐O distances as in methylmercury bonded to tryptophan (2.78 A
and 2.83 Å38) and acetate dehydrate (2.89 A and 2.94 Å28).
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Figure S3s. 2BS‐99 ‐ He‐T ‐ Model 2. Considering a linear O‐Hg‐O complex instead of a five‐membered chelate ring
structure (with two O shells) decreases the fit quality by more than one order of magnitude.

Figure S3t. 2BS‐99 ‐ He‐T ‐ Model 3. The fit quality of Model 2 can be restored by allowing 2(C) to float, but the
fitted value (0.022 Å2) is meaningless and CN(C) is unrealistically high.
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Figure S3u. F1‐99 ‐ RT. The S shell is detected also at room temperature, but not the second C shell at about 3.3 Å.

Figure S3v. F1‐99 ‐ He‐T ‐ Model 1
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Figure S3w. F1‐99 ‐ He‐T ‐ Model 2. When the S shell is omitted and the 2 parameters fixed to their optimal
values for 2BS‐99 (2(Hg‐O)=0.003 Å2, (Hg‐C)=0.005 Å2), the fit quality decreases by a factor of 7 because the
model fails to reproduce the amplitude, phase and structure of the signal at low k.

Figure S3x. F1‐99 ‐ He‐T ‐ Model 3. When the S shell is omitted and 2 allowed to float, the fit quality is restored
but 2(Hg‐O) and CN(C) are too high (Table S3).
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Figure S3y. F1‐18 ‐ He‐T. No fit was attempted because the spectrum is reproduced by a linear combination of F1‐
4 and F1‐99, indicating a mixture of the linear Hg(SR)2 structure with the five‐membered chelate ring and the
thiolated aromatic environments. The precision on each species is about 10 % total Hg.39, 40

Figure S3z. RT Spectra for F1‐03, F1‐4, and Cinnabar. F1‐03 is not a linear combination of the linear Hg(SR)2 and
cinnabar structures because its spectral oscillations are not consistently intermediate between those of F1‐4 and
cinnabar. Note the leftward shift at ~ 4.3‐4.6 and ~6.1‐6.6 Å‐1 and the rightward shift above ~9.5 Å‐1 of F1‐03
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Table S3. Model parameters from EXAFS least‐squares curve‐fitting. When several models were tested, the one retained is Fit Model 1.
Fit
Hg‐O
Model
R (Å) CN 2 (Å2)
He‐T
1
T

‐HgS







‐HgS



Hg(Cys)

2

F1‐03

RT

R (Å)
2.38
3.07
3.26

Hg‐C
CN
2.7
2.3
2.4

2 (Å2)

Hg‐Hg

R (Å) CN

2 (Å2)

0.004c
0.004c
0.004c

2.38 1.8 0.004
c

R (Å) CN 2 (Å2)
3.79 5.0 0.006c
4.11 9.0 0.006c

E R+ (Å)
Rp (%)
(eV) window

S‐Hg‐S
R (Å) CN 2 (Å2)

4.4

1.2‐4.9 13.2

4.8

1.3‐4.5

4.3

1.3‐4.5 10.5

4.10 6.5 0.005

0.6

1.3‐4.6 14.6

4.09 1.1 0.011

3.3

1.3‐4.3 12.9

2.9

1.2‐4.5

2.5

1.1‐4.6 10.1

0.8

15.2

4.3

5.6

4.14 2.9 0.011

0.004

4.73 1.8

c

0.009

9.1

2

2.38 1.8

He‐T

1

RT

1

2.40
2.98
3.19
2.52

He‐T

1

2.32 1.5c 0.002

3.31 1.5c

0.005

He‐T

1

2.34 1.7 0.005c
2.53 1.3 0.005c

3.25 0.9

0.005f

2Sk

2.34 1.7 0.005c
2.51 1.3 0.005c

3.23 1.0

0.005f

1

2.35 2.1 0.006c
2.57 0.6 0.006c

2

2.35 2.1 0.005c
2.57 0.6 0.005c

4.63 0.5 ‐0.003n

3.0

4.2

3

2.35 2.1c 0.006c
2.57 0.6 0.006c

4.63 2.1c 0.008n

4.6

9.5

2.33 1.4c 0.004c

4.61 1.4c 0.009

2.3

RT

F1‐4

1

Hg‐S

He‐T

1

RT

1

2.01 0.4 0.004c

1.2
1.9
1.4
3.5

0.006c
0.006c
0.006c
0.010

4.64 1.5c 0.003
4.12 2.6 0.006
4.61 2.2 0.002n
4.14 1.6 0.008

2.35 2.0 0.009

6.7
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1.2‐4.4

8.0

7.0
5.2

F1‐99

2BS‐99

2.97 1.7
3.28 4.3

0.005c
0.005c

2.8

2.03 0.8 0.004f

2.97 4.8
3.21 6.3

0.005f
0.005f

‐2.0

13.3

3

2.11 4.2 0.019n

3.02 8.3n 0.010c
3.29 9.3n 0.010c

12.1

2.8

RT

1

2.03 1.0 0.005c

2.88 1.0

0.005c

7.4

1.1‐2.8

5.0

He‐T

1

2.02 0.9 0.004c
2.45 0.6 0.004c

2.87 1.0
3.28 1.4

0.005c
0.005c

1.7

1.0‐3.7

1.0

2

2.05 1.0 0.004f

2.86 2.9
3.15 1.7

0.005f
0.005f

9.0

11.8

3

2.07 0.8 0.008

2.99 11.9n 0.022c,n
3.27 12.3n 0.022c,n

13.0

7.8

1

2.03 0.6 0.005c
2.51 0.7 0.005c

2.85 1.5

0.005c

4.1

1.1‐3.0

6.1

2

2.04 1.8 0.010

2.88 0.6 ‐0.002n

4.7

1.1‐3.0

18

He‐T

RT

1

2.02 1.0 0.004c

2

2.34 0.4 0.004c

2.36 0.4 0.005c

1.0‐3.7

2.0

R is bond distance, CN is coordination number, 2 is the Debye‐Waller factor, and E is the shift of the energy threshold E0. The uncertainty in CN, R and
2 at the 95% confidence level are about 20 %, 0.02 Å and 0.001 Å2, respectively. Rp is the fit residual in percent, defined as (|yexp‐yfit|)/(|yexp|). Typical
values for Rp are a few percent, indicating that the least‐squares refinement is limited by systematic errors in the model calculation. For the same quality
of fit, Rp increases with the dimension of the R +  fit interval.
c
correlated to be identical
f
fixed
Sk
model of ref 31 33
n
non‐physical or non‐structural value
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S4. Discussion of Cinnabar and Metacinnabar EXAFS Spectra as a Function of Temperature
We reported in the manuscript that the cinnabar spectrum shows more of its crystallographic
structure, i.e., longer Hg‐S and Hg‐Hg bonds, at He‐T than at RT because of the reduced thermal motion of its
atoms. We also reported that metacinnabar undergoes a structural transformation between RT and He‐T that
suggests it is approaching the cinnabar crystal structure at low temperature. A structural transformation of
metacinnabar at He‐T is plausible because it is even further from its stability field than at RT41. The transition is
from a higher to lower degree of symmetry, similar to the high‐to‐low symmetry transition reported for
magnetite at 125 K.42 The question remains as to where in temperature space the transition actually occurs.
To begin to answer this question we use data from ref 11 who measured the EXAFS spectra of cinnabar and
metacinnabar at liquid nitrogen temperature (LN2‐T; 77 K).
In Figure S4a, we reproduce Figures S2a and S4a of the SI of ref 11 and in the lower part of the figure
we show our cinnabar spectrum at He‐T The authors fit their spectrum of cinnabar obtained at 77 K as a linear
combination of the spectrum of cinnabar at RT and the spectrum of elemental Hg at 77 K, making the
assumption that the spectrum of cinnabar would not change between RT and 77 K. The vertical aqua band
shows a shoulder in the LN2‐T cinnabar spectrum at k = 7.6 to 8.2 Å‐1 that cannot be explained by a spectral
feature of elemental Hg. The fit shown in the middle part of this figure is poor in this region. The features in
the cinnabar spectrum marked with arrows at k ~ 5.9 Å‐1 and k ~ 9.7 Å‐1 in their Figure S2a and highlighted in
yellow are also not fit well in their Figure S4a (middle plot). We propose that all of the features marked by
arrows in their Figure S2s are actually structural features from longer bonds in cinnabar that appear at lower
temperature as shown in our Figure S3d and Table S3. Based on this new interpretation, there is no evidence
for elemental Hg in cinnabar.
Figure S4b reproduces Figure S2b of ref 11 and our metacinnabar spectrum at He‐T. Our measured
spectrum was corrected by removing 16% of the cinnabar spectrum obtained at He‐T based on the 16%
cinnabar impurity observed in the XRD pattern of the metacinnabar described in Section S3. We also assume
that the top two curves of ref 11 have their labels switched and instead follow the order these authors showed
for cinnabar (77 K spectrum on top; RT spectrum in the middle; elemental Hg spectrum at 77 K at the bottom)
and the order listed in their figure caption. The three arrows in their figure, marked with yellow bands in the
composite figure, all align with spectral oscillations in our metacinnabar at He‐T. We see a minimum amplitude
at the position of the arrow marked with the aqua band, as do these authors. We do not see evidence for the
presence of the oscillation at k ~ 7.3 Å‐1 in elemental Hg. This comparison suggests that metacinnabar has
already begun to undergo a structural transition at 77 K. The conclusion that elemental Hg is present in their
metacinnabar is ambiguous.
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Figure S4a. Comparison of cinnabar spectra at 77 K1 and He‐T (this study). The top two figures are taken from ref 11
(their Figures S2a and S4a). The bottom figure is our spectrum at He‐T (our Figure S3d). The yellow bands match features
in their spectra purported to arise from the presence of elemental Hg. These features match cinnabar structural features
we observed and modeled at He‐T. The aqua band matches a feature in their and our spectra that is absent in their
elemental Hg spectrum.
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Figure S4b. Comparison of metacinnabar spectra at 77 K1 and He‐T (this study). The top figure is taken from ref 11 (their
Figure S2b). The bottom figure is our spectrum at He‐T corrected for the presence of 16 % cinnabar (our Figure S3f). The
yellow bands match features in the spectra purported to arise from the presence of elemental Hg. These features match
structural features of metacinnabar we observed and modeled at He‐T. The aqua band matches amplitude minima in the
two metacinnabar spectra (ref 11 and this study) that show no contribution from elemental Hg.
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